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Objectives 

Since 1990, on average every three or four years Roger W. Shuy, Distinguished Research 

Professor of Linguistics, Emeritus, at Georgetown University in Washington D.C., has 

published a new book on forensic linguistics. Fighting Over Words: Language and Civil Law 

Cases (hereafter FOW) and The Language of Defamation Cases (hereafter LDC) are his latest 

contributions to this growing field of applied linguistics. 

Field linguists stand to benefit much from these two books. In them, Shuy not only demonstrates 

the practical contributions of linguistic research to “real” life problems but also masterfully 

models a methodology for presenting that research to non-linguistic professionals. 

Shuy describes in these two books a combined total of twenty-nine civil cases in which he was 

hired, either by the plaintiff or by the defendant, to provide expert linguistic witness. Both books 

deal with language issues in civil law cases, though they differ in their specific subject matters. 

The eighteen cases described in FOW all concern business disputes (such as conflicts over 

contracts, trademarks, and product liability) while the eleven cases featured in LDC all center 

on alleged defamation in the media, the world of medicine, and the world of business. 

Besides their common format of describing the language of actual civil cases, the two books also 

share a common objective. Since in civil disputes language plays a pivotal role, Shuy, himself an 

accomplished linguist, appeals in these books for a more prominent role for linguistics in the 

courtroom. He writes in LDC: 



 

 

Important issues in law often hinge on the way that language is used, what it can mean 

and what it cannot mean. Since linguistics is also about the way that language is used, 

what it can mean and what it cannot mean, it is only natural for these two language-focused 

fields, law and linguistics, to benefit from a close relationship. (LDC:30) 

By means of these books, therefore, Shuy seeks on the one hand to make lawyers more aware of 

the “tools of linguistics” and to demonstrate through real case studies how these tools can be 

used to support their cases. On the other hand, he also seeks to encourage fellow linguists to 

make themselves available to lawyers as expert witnesses. In this way linguists will gain an 

opportunity to apply their skills to real language data, which in turn will help move the field of 

linguistics forward. 

Forensic linguistics 

Writing for two very distinct audiences—lawyers and linguists—is not an easy task but it is 

something which, I think, Shuy accomplishes skillfully. In addition to the case studies, he 

includes in both books a summary section tying linguistics and law together. In FOW he does 

this by way of an appendix entitled “How Linguists Can Help in Corporate Civil Cases.” In LDC 

this is given a more prominent position as part 1, entitled “Defamation Law: Where Linguistics 

Can Help.” 

Although his own background is in sociolinguistics and applied linguistics (he has published 

extensively in both fields), Shuy believes that the “forensic linguist” should have a well-rounded 

linguistic experience. He writes in FOW, “Linguists have, or should have, a toolbox full of 

analytical procedures to choose from as they approach analyzing the data in a given case” 

(FOW:234). That “toolbox” includes the whole array of linguistic study comprising not only 

such core subjects as phonetics, morphology, syntax, and semantics but also such “outliers” as 

language change, discourse, and pragmatics—even document design.
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The books are organized in such a way that lawyers specializing in a particular area of law, such 

as trademarks or media disputes, can easily refer to the relevant parts in the books to review 

sample cases. Similarly, linguists who wish to see applications of a specific area of linguistics 

(such as language change or speech act analysis) can find relevant cases by using the appendix in 

FOW or chapter 2 in LDC. In addition, in FOW, Shuy provides in the introduction to each part a 

list of references “that linguists can find helpful.” 

Real-world cases 

Actual law cases—culled from the author’s experience of consulting on over 500 cases during a 

period of more than four decades
2
—constitute the bulk of both books. For each case Shuy 

follows a common procedure. He presents, first, the events leading up to the case; second, a 

summary of the language data which he was hired to analyze; and third, a summary of his 

analysis of the language data. A helpful visual aid in FOW—where the language data is often 

more extensive than in LDC—is the presentation of the data in the form of a text box with a 

gray background. 



 

 

Besides legal experts and fellow linguists, students interested in forensic linguistics will also 

benefit from these books. Shuy intentionally includes a substantial amount of data in both 

books along with his own analysis so that this may serve as a possible resource in a classroom 

situation—“either to use as a model or, more important, to improve upon or even disagree with” 

(LDC:240). A suggestion for any future editions or similar books would be to include discussion 

questions at the end of each chapter. This would, I think, enhance the pedagogical value of the 

books even more. 

While in general Shuy does not present the outcomes of the cases—most of them, he informs us, 

were in fact settled out of court, with his linguistic analysis being used in the negotiations—he 

provides the case numbers for each case he discusses for reference.
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Critique 

In general, both books are well written and the analysis and argument easy to follow. Sometimes 

it would have been helpful if the reason for a conclusion had been made explicit. An example is 

chapter 4 in FOW where under the heading “Trip” Shuy fails to make explicit why defining trip 

as the customer’s trip helps the case. In chapter 7 of the same book, a key piece of data given in 

example 7.2 (p. 64) is at variance with the trial testimony reproduced on pages 68 and 69. The 

argument of the chapter hinges on this data. A careful copyeditor should have caught the 

incongruities here. 

The index in LDC contains some problems in alphabetization: it mixes the letter-by-letter 

format (which is the standard format for academic publications, as in Newton, New York) and the 

word-by-word format (as in South Washington, Southern), and some entries (in the C’s and S’s) 

are out of order in either format. 

Applications 

Shuy concludes FOW with three practical recommendations for linguistic experts serving as 

consultants for lawyers—recommendations which linguists who are asked to share their language 

research with any professionals do well to heed: 1) be informative; 2) be relevant; and 3) be clear 

(FOW:237)—principles which Shuy evinces in these sample case studies. One of the prime 

benefits of these two books for field linguists, therefore, is that they provide an excellent model 

for presenting their research findings without technical jargon to non-linguistic professionals—

whether they be legal experts, educators, development partners, or other professionals. 

A second benefit of these books applies to field linguists who are involved in translation work. 

Shuy’s books model principles of meticulous exegesis, demonstrating how a text can be analyzed 

on various levels to arrive at what the speaker or writer meant by it. Repeatedly, Shuy reminds 

the reader that no one is able to get into the minds of speakers or writers to determine with 

certainty what their intention in speaking or writing was. But linguists do have the tools to 

systematically analyze the language employed to arrive as closely as possible at the intended 

meaning. Just as biblical hermeneutics is built on principles of careful exegesis, so forensic 

linguistics, when properly carried out, follows similar principles for language analysis. 



 

 

Finally, a third benefit of these two books for a linguistics department or a linguistics organization 

such as SIL is that they encourage fostering partnerships with other organizations and university 

departments in the field of law. Linguistic schools already have such arrangements with English 

and biblical studies departments. By reaching out to law departments as well, linguistic programs 

can have even more of an impact and—as Shuy demonstrates in these two books—such programs 

will indeed be enriched from interaction with data from another field that is also vitally 

interested in language issues. 

Notes 

1  One difficulty a linguist may encounter, however, when giving expert witness, is convincing 

judges that linguistics comprises much more than phonetics and grammar. Shuy discusses this 

problem in his article A Dozen Reasons Why Linguistic Expertise is Rejected in Court. 

2  Shuy, Roger W. Personal website. 

3  In LDC, he lists the case citations under a separate heading in the References; in FOW, he 

gives the reference for each case in a footnote on the first page of the relevant chapter. 

Presumably, a librarian at a law school would be able to help locate the relevant case on the 

basis of this citation number. 
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